
Friday February 21, 2014

14:30 – 15:30
Welcome and conFerence opening
marta Smolikova (prague), pavel Seifter (london)  
introduction: Jacques rupnik (paris)
Keynote speech: petr pithart (prague)

15:30 – 17:00
1St SeSSion: europe and the criSiS oF 
democratic capitaliSm 
Something deeply disturbing underlies the current situation: a metamorphosis of 
the whole relationship between democracy and capitalism. Democratic capitalism 
has changed in recent years to an extent that has eroded the foundations on which 
democratic politics was built. Under contradictory pressures of global markets 
and domestic public opinion, with the state, institutions and parties in decline, 
what are the chances for European democracy? 

SpeaKer:  claus offe (berlin)
diScuSSant:  daniel Kroupa (prague-usti) 
chair:  Jiri pehe (prague)

17:00  
coFFee breaK

17:30 – 19:00
2nd SeSSion: reinventing the european proJect
The EU has a problem regarding its executive powers, with a growing part of the 
public distrusting Brussels as a self-propelling machine. It is a paradox that 
while the European parliament has acquired more and more power since its first 
elections in 1979, the participation of voters is in constant decline. That has to do 
with the fact that the political parties are incapable or unwilling to accept these 
elections as a European political contest, preferring rather to turn them into a 
second or third round of their own domestic elections. The public will become 
engaged in EU matters only if they can once again see Europe as a joint response 
to a great history that affects “us”. Europe has exhausted its post-war narrative 
and needs to reinvent its project. What could it be today? 

SpeaKer:  ivan Krastev (vienna-Sofia) 
diScuSSant:  milena vicenova (prague)
diScuSSant:  attila bartha (budapest)
chair:  tomas Sedlacek (prague)

19:00 – 19:30  
glaSS oF Wine With h. e. michael ZantovSKy
Introduction by Jan machacek

19:35 – 20:45
evening converSation: What europe?  
What democracy?
Following the keynote speech the panel will discuss three visions of Europe: the 
West European postwar project, the East European dissidents’ dream and the view 
of today’s young Europeans.

panel:  h.e. mr. Jean-pierre asvazadourian (paris), petr pithart 
(prague) and anne valkering (amsterdam)

moderator:  paul Flather (oxford)

Saturday February 22, 2014

09:15 – 10:30
3rd SeSSion: europe and the limitS  
oF civil Society. From conSenSuS to  
a conFlict-driven polity? 
The process of integration has been led by an ideal but has mainly moved 
forward on the apolitical terrains of law, institutions and economy. Calls for 
democratization of the EU paradoxically weaken the Union’s legitimacy. They make 
the EU, which has so far functioned by consensus (seen by some as technocratic 
governance), a significantly more conflict-driven polity. The effect is to replicate 
problems and conflicts historically associated with the modern democratic state 
and civil society. Is a move toward genuine politicisation the best way for Europe 
to emerge from its present crisis? Where are the possibilities and limits for the 
engagement of the civil society?

SpeaKer:   Jiri priban (cardiff)
diScuSSant:  edmund Wnuk lipinski (Warsaw)
chair:  martin butora (bratislava) 

10:30  
coFFee breaK

11:00 – 12:30
4th SeSSion: FederaliSm: the american  
vS. the european Way
While American federalism grew from the bottom up over a long historical period 
(from civil society to government to union), Europe’s project is top down and has 
evolved in a historically short time. Federalism therefore appears to be impatient 
and in the end leads to a confusion of federalism and centralization. At the same 
time, enlargement of the EU and the crisis of the euro have brought back to the 
fore the question of core and periphery. Will Europe steer towards a ‘federation of 
nation-states’?

SpeaKer:  larry Siedentop (oxford)
diScuSSant:  Jan machacek (prague)
chair:  lenka rovna (prague)

12:30 – 12:50
concluSion 
Jacques rupnik (paris)

vaclav havel  
european dialogueS 
prague conFerence  
February 21–22, 2014
organizer: Václav Havel Library
partners: European Commission Representation in the Czech Republic,  
Forum 2000 Foundation, DOX Centre for Contemporary Art
venue: DOX Centre for Contemporary Art, Poupětova 1, Praha

The registration is open on  
www.vaclavhavel-library.org/cs/dialog/vhed-praha-2014
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